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FRAGMENT HEATING IN 40Ar+159Tb COLLISIONAT 9.5 MeV/NUCLEONE. Kozik, A. BudzanowskiH. Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, PolandJ. GalinGANIL, 14021 Caen Cedex, FraneD. Hilsher, H. Homeyer, and U. JahnkeHahn-Meitner Institut für Kernforshung, 1000 Berlin 39, Germany(Reeived January 10, 2000)The target-like fragment exitation energy in 40Ar (9.5 MeV/nuleon)+159Tb reation has been obtained by applying a neutron evaporation al-ulation to data resulting from oinidene measurements of projetile-likefragments and neutrons. The omparison between the data and resultsof statistial evaporation simulations with di�erent assumptions of the ex-itation energy sharing between the reation partners on�rms an equaltemperature hypothesis in desribing of fragment heating.PACS numbers: 25.70.Hi, 25.70.Lm1. IntrodutionIn reent years the question of the exitation energy partition betweenreation produts has been of great interest for peripheral, partially andnearly full damped heavy ion ollisions in low energy domain. Many ap-proahes have been studied to determine the exitation energy sharing, to�nd the dependene of the exitation energy aquired in the ourse of theollision on the diretion of the net nuleon transfer and to establish thetime in whih thermal equilibrium is reahed.Results of earlier measurements were interpreted in terms of an inter-mediate dinulear system reahing thermal equilibration during the olli-(1811)



1812 E. Kozik et al.sion [1�6℄. It was found that even in fast, partially damped ollisions, ther-mal equilibrium of the system is reahed, resulting in the mass proportionaldivision of the exitation energy of primary fragments. After these earlystudies experimental evidene has been aumulated, showing that in theinitial stage of the damped ollision, where the inelasti exitation and/orfew nuleon transfer govern the ourse of the reation, two fragments havedistintly di�erent temperatures if their masses are di�erent. It was foundthat the time evolution (there is the orrespondene between interation timeand energy loss) of the experimentally obtained exitation energy divisionproeeds from nearly equipartition to the thermal equilibrium [7�9℄.On the other hand there is an experimental evidene for the asymmetrybetween the energies generated in nulei whih gain or lose some mass. Astrong hannel dependene of the exitation energy partition produing thenet reeptor fragment signi�antly more exited than the donor nulei wasfound. Even for peripheral ollisions haraterized by a short interationtime the exitation energy deposited in two reation fragments was found tobe nonequal. Results of studies of Shmidt et al. [10℄ and Sohlbah et al.[11, 12℄ demonstrate that fragments absorbing the transferred mass aquirealmost all of the exitation energy leaving nearly old the donor nuleus.Correlations between the exitation energy and the mass �ow were also ob-served for less distant ollisions by several authors [13�17℄. For almost fullydamped ollisions this dependene is found to be very weak and the exita-tion energy partition is lose to the equal temperature limit. It was foundthat the donor target-like fragment (TLF) is exited in aordane to theevolution from the exitation energy equipartition at low energy loss to massproportional division at the highest energy losses. Reeptor TLF at all theenergy losses takes a large fration of the exitation energy orresponding ap-proximately to the equal temperature value, leaving projetile-like fragment(PLF) relatively old.The aim of this work was to determine the exitation energy sharingbetween two binary produts of 40Ar (9.5 MeV/nuleon)+ 159Tb ollisionson the base of mean multipliity of neutrons ooling down the hot target-likefragments in the broad range of exitation energy.2. Experimental setupThe experiment was done at Hahn-Meitner-Institut Berlin using9.5 MeV/nuleon 40Ar beam from the VICKSI aelerator, foused on the524 �g/m2 159Tb target. Neutron multipliity as a funtion of harge andenergy of projetile-like fragments deteted below the grazing angle weremeasured (Fig. 1). PLF's with harge number 7� ZPLF �20 were detetedat 14.5Æ using onventional �E�E Si telesope onsisting of 25� and 1000�



Fragment Heating in 40Ar+159Tb Collision at : : : 1813thik detetors. The PLF detetion signal was used as a trigger signal forneutron registration in 4� sintillator tank of 1 m diameter, �lled with 500l of Gd-loaded toluene. The average detetion e�ieny of neutron oini-dent with projetile-like fragments was determined to be 82%. The dete-tion system allowed to identify ZPLF=7�20 and neutron multipliity mea-surement subtended the range of Mn=0�14. The sintillator tank providedno information on the energy and angular distribution of registered neu-trons. A detailed desription of experimental setup and results is presentedin Refs [18�19℄.

Fig. 1. Laboratory energy spetra summed over 10 MeV wide energy intervals ofseleted ejetiles sorted aording to the number of deteted neutrons Mn.3. Analysis and interpretation of the resultsConsiderations onerning the behavior of the PLF energy spetra, thedependene of the mean neutron multipliities, hMni, on ZPLF and PLFatomi number distributions in the total kineti energy loss intervals in-diate on the two body nature of 40Ar+159Tb ollisions produing in exit



1814 E. Kozik et al.hannels fragments with 14� ZPLF � 20 [19�20℄. These projetile-like frag-ments originate in peripheral or less peripheral ollisions with small and sig-ni�ant energy dissipation, respetively. The total kineti energy loss, Eloss,orreted for the ground state Q-values of the reation is onverted into theexitation energy of both primary fragments arrying almost all the nuleonsof the entire system (E�tot = E�PLF + E�TLF). Primary exited projetile-likefragments and target-like fragments ool down in the sequential statisti-al deay evaporating mainly neutrons whih are the most abundant deayproduts. Projetile-like fragments with ZPLF � 13 are out of sope of thispaper beause mostly they do not originate diretly from binary ollisions.The �rst assumption made in this analysis onerns the identi�ationof the prevailing soure of registered neutrons. The neutron detetion ef-�ieny is energy dependent and dereases with inreasing veloity of themeasured neutrons. The laboratory veloity of neutrons is diretly relatedto the laboratory veloity of emitter and to the veloity of the emission. Inmost ases neutrons evaporated from the moving forward PLF have veloi-ties onsiderably higher than that originating from the slowly moving TLF.Therefore the detetion of neutrons emitted from PLF is less e�etive inomparison with the detetion of neutrons emitted from TLF. Another ir-umstane whih makes di�ult to detet neutrons originating from PLF'sis a strong kinematial fousing of all emitted fragments into the diretionof �ight of PLF's. Some part of these neutrons esapes from the dete-tor through the outlet of the beam. In ontrary, the slow heavier partner,TLF, has a nearly isotropi pattern of emitted neutrons in the laboratoryframe. For those reasons total neutron yields obtained in the experimentusing 4� neutron detetor may be onsidered to be lose to that originatingfrom TLF's only. Simulation of the detetion e�ieny for registration ofneutrons emitted by TLF and PLF performed for Ar + Au ollision at 27.2MeV/nuleon using the same 4� neutron detetor as used in the presentwork, allowed to estimate that 96% of the deteted neutrons originate fromslowly moving soure, i.e. target-like fragment [21℄. In onlusion: (i) theenergy dependene of the detetion e�ieny, (ii) the possibility of esapethrough the beam tube of neutrons emitted in forward diretion, (iii) theasymmetry of the system � the heavy partner in ontrast to the lighterone is more neutron rih and deays mainly via neutron evaporation (due tothe lower Z the lighter emitter has a smaller Coulomb barrier and protonor alpha emission may ompete with neutron evaporation), allow to admitthe assumption that for the 40Ar (9.5 MeV/nuleon)+159Tb reation the 4�neutron detetor aepts neutrons preferably from the TLF evaporation andhene the neutron multipliity data provide the information on the exita-tion energy deposited in TLF [19℄. Hene in further analysis, alulationsof the evaporation from heavier reation partner were done and ompared



Fragment Heating in 40Ar+159Tb Collision at : : : 1815with experimental data. The mean experimental neutron multipliities wereorreted taking into aount limitations of the experimental set up in orderto estimate the real neutron multipliities. These values were ompared withtheoretial preditions.In order to obtain the information about the exitation energy sharingbetween fragments the dependene of experimental mean neutron multipli-ity on total exitation energy was ompared with the statistial model alu-lations simulating the TLF deexitation. A omparison of the experimentalresults with alulations assuming di�erent types of the energy sharing (seeFig. 2) demonstrates that the average neutron multipliity is strongly de-pendent on this sharing and appears as a good measure of the exitationenergy aquired by the fragments.The sequential deay of the exited fragments was simulated by means ofthe Monte Carlo tehnique using the standard statistial ode PACE II [22℄based on the Hauser�Feshbah formalism [23℄. Deay hannels subtendedby the ode onern the statistial emission of -rays, neutrons, protons and�-partiles. Some default settings of parameters inherent to this kind ofalulation were similar to that used suessfully by other authors [24�25℄.The initial parameters used in the ode PACE II orrespond also toproperties of the primary nuleus prior to the evaporation. These are thenulear harge, mass, spin and exitation energy.In the �rst approah simulations were performed taking into aount thefollowing onditions:(1) the harge and mass of deexiting nuleus was alulated aording tothe assumption of a binary senario of the reation as:ZTLF = Zproj + ZT � ZPLF ;ATLF = Aproj +AT �APLF ;APLF = 2ZPLF + 1 ;(where Zproj; ZT; ZPLF; ZTLF; Aproj; AT; APLF; ATLF are the hargeand mass number of projetile, target, PLF and TLF, respetively),aepting that the measured PLF harge number is the primary value,(2) total kineti energy loss orreted for the ground state Q-value of thereation is fully onverted into the exitation energy of the fragments.Beause a statistial emission of neutrons is only slightly sensitive tothe spin of the parent nuleus, the estimation of the spin imparted to thenuleus was done aording to the entrality of the ollision determinedfrom the total kineti energy loss and the obtained values were used in sim-ulations [19℄. For most peripheral ollision, at angular momentum l=lmax
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Fig. 2. Mean neutron multipliity (with e�ieny orretion) as a funtion of totalexitation energy E�tot for 14� ZPLF � 20 (full dots). E�tot refers to the entroid of20 MeV-wide energy interval for whih the mean neutron multipliity was obtained.The dashed and solid lines represent the results of statistial model alulationsassuming equal and mass proportional sharing of the total exitation energy, re-spetively. The empty irles at seleted E�tot for ZPLF=17 orrespond to theexperimental results assuming APLF=39. The detailed desription of symbols usedfor various model assumptions is given in the text. The bars denote the FWHMvalues of neutron multipliity distributions.(the grazing limit) the total kineti energy loss was assumed to be equal to 0.With dereasing value of angular momentum ollisions beome more entral,reahing at l=lr the fusion limit. Between these two limits the intermediateangular momenta orresponding to given values of Eloss were obtained bylinear interpolation. Further, the fration of the angular momentum im-parted into nulei as a spin for intermediate values of l was obtained bylinear interpolation between zero transfer at the grazing limit, and the valueof lassial stiking at the fusion limit.



Fragment Heating in 40Ar+159Tb Collision at : : : 1817In the light of the above onsiderations the exitation energy used asan input parameter in statistial model simulations plays a ruial role inhanging the alulated neutron multipliity. Simulations of the TLF deex-itation were performed with two limiting assumptions that either the totalexitation energy is shared equally between PLF and TLF (E�PLF = E�TLF)or in proportion to the mass of fragments, what means that the equal tem-perature limit is assumed (TPLF = TTLF). A omparison of the experimentalmean multipliities with results of the evaporation alulations is presentedin Fig. 2 as a funtion of the total available exitation energy for variousZPLF, orresponding to appropriate target-like fragments. The bold linesrepresent the neutron yield orresponding to the equal temperature limitand the dashed lines result from alulations assuming that the availableexitation energy is divided equally. Fig. 2 demonstrates the ommon be-havior of all mentioned TLF's, independently on the diretion and amountof net nuleon transfer. Calulations of equal energy division underestimatethe experimentally obtained neutron yield, while the simulations assumingequal temperature limit overestimate the experimental results for mediumand high values of total exitation energy.A signi�ant improvement of the desription of data is ahieved by usingin alulations with the hypothesis of equal temperature the TLF masses ofless neutron-rih isotopes (thin lines in Fig. 2). It orresponds to the pro-dution of primary PLF's whih are more massive than the most abundantstable isotopes. Indeed, these phenomena were on�rmed experimentally in40Ar+68Zn [26℄ and 40Ar+197Au [27℄ reations, where the strong abundantisotopes of K, Cl, and S were found to have masses APLF=41,39,36, respe-tively. These masses were used in further alulations, while for P and Sifragments the extreme mass limits were assumed taking into aount theN=Z equilibration. It was experimentally observed that the measured N=Zratio of �nal fragments is strongly orrelated to that of the ombined system,and when the omposite system is neutron-rih, the neutron-rih fragmentsare produed [3℄, [28�33℄. The neutron-to-proton ratio is expeted to be equi-librated during the initial stage of heavy ion reation at interation times ofthe order of 10�22 s. For phosphorus and silion ions the values of APLF= 36,33 were used, respetively, aording to N=Z value of the omposite system('1.4). As is shown in Fig. 2 the results of alulations for 14� ZPLF �19(thin lines) reprodue the magnitude of neutron yields and the hange ofa slope of the experimental data observed at energies E�tot � 140 MeV.For Ca ions measured in the exit hannel the alulation results re�etingthe N=Z equilibration (APLF=48) underestimate signi�antly the data (thinline). A better agreement, partiularly at medium E�tot, is ahieved for as-sumed in alulations APLF=41 (A = 2Z +1 presription) (thik line). Theunderestimation of alulation results for APLF=48 and the overestimation



1818 E. Kozik et al.for APLF=41 may indiate on a strong Ca prodution of mass equal to 44amu, resulting from an � partile transfer from the projetile (40Ar) to theprojetile-like fragment (44Ca). Similarly, in the ase of prodution of PLF'slighter than the projetile, transfer of an � partile in the opposite diretion(� is removed from 40Ar) may be responsible for reation of strong abundant36S ions in the exit hannel.The hoie of mass parameters used for transformation of experimentaldata in�uenes the obtained experimental mean neutron multipliity forgiven Eloss (or E�tot) interval. A omparison of experimentally obtainedmean neutron multipliity assuming for ZPLF=17 the mass equal to 35 amu(orresponding ATLF=164) and 39 amu (ATLF=160) is presented in Fig. 2as full and empty dots, respetively. The hange of mass values used fora transformation of experimental data does not a�et the outome of thisanalysis.Under above onsiderations one an state that the dependene of theenergy division on the mass �ow diretion is justi�ed by experimental resultsobtained for 40Ar (9.5 MeV/nuleon)+159Tb reation for events where themass is transferred from the projetile to the target. The underestimationof neutron multipliity by thermal equilibrium alulations at low exitationenergies (E�tot < 40 MeV) indiate that almost all of the exitation energy isgenerated in heavier reeptor nuleus, whih is able to emit more neutronsthan predited by mass proportional energy partition. For intermediate andhigh exitation energies the exellent agreement with alulations assumingthe equal temperature limit and mass values of strongly abundant neutron-rih isotopes of PLF is obtained.In the ase of transfer in the opposite diretion, i.e. from the target tothe projetile, the expeted evolution from nearly all of the exitation energydeposited in PLF at low energies to the ahievement of equal temperaturelimit is not obtained. The ontinuous trend of the energy sharing propor-tional to the mass ratio in the whole range of energy is observed. Results ofalulations assuming the thermal equilibrium limit desribe the experimen-tal data well, although the interpretation of suh behavior may be di�ult.At low exitation energy the reation produts seem to be separated withalmost the same nulear temperature.The amount of unertainty of the alulations does not allow the strin-gent onlusions, however one an state that the experimental results on-�rm the dependene of the exitation energy division on the diretion ofnuleon transfer at least for ollisions with mass �ow from the projetile tothe target. The experimental data indiate that the most part of the exita-tion energy is generated in TLF, whih gains nuleons during the ollision,independently on the losses of the total kineti energy.



Fragment Heating in 40Ar+159Tb Collision at : : : 18194. SummaryThe experimentally obtained neutron multipliities aompanying PLF'swith 14� ZPLF �20 were ompared with the statistial model alulations.Aepting the senario of a binary mode of the reation alulations usingthe statistial ode PACE II have been performed assuming two limiting hy-potheses for the exitation energy sharing. Calulations using the thermalequilibrium limit and the PLF masses of strongly abundant neutron-rihisotopes desribe the data most onvining. Results of the experiment seemto be in disagreement with the nuleon exhange model [34℄ prediting thetransition from the equal exitation energy division at low Eloss to the equaltemperature limit for damped ollisions. On the ontrary there are experi-mental evidenes of nearly equal temperature partition in the whole rangeof Eloss, on�rming the dependene of energy partition on the diretion ofmass transfer. The underestimation of the experimental results for quasi-elasti events for ZPLF < Zproj may indiate, that nearly all of the exitationenergy is deposited in reeptor nuleus (TLF). The similar trend observedfor ZPLF > Zproj is rather surprising. Due to the mass �ow from the TLFto PLF the deposit of the exitation energy at low and medium Eloss isexpeted in the lighter fragment, involving the derease of multipliity ofneutrons evaporated from the TLF. For nearly fully damped ollisions theagreement of the experimental data with thermal equilibrium alulations isobserved, following the ommon experimental onlusions.This work was supported in part by the Polish State Committee forSienti� Researh (KBN), Grant No 2P03B 126 15.REFERENCES[1℄ B. Cauvin, R.C. Jared, P. Russo, R.P. Shmitt, R. Babinet L.G. Moretto,Nul. Phys. A301, 511 (1978).[2℄ I. Tserruya, A. Breskin, R. Chehik, Z. Fraenkel, S. Wald, N. Zwang, R. Bok,M. Dakowski, A. Gobbi, H. Sann, R. Bass, G. Kreyling, R. Renford, K. Stelzer,U. Arlt, Phys. Rev. C26, 2509 (1982).[3℄ R .Tamain, R. Chehik, H. Fuhs, F. Hanappe, M. Morjean, C. Ng�, J. Peter,M. Dakowski, B. Luas, C. Mazur, M. Ribrag, C. Signarbieux, Nul. Phys.A330, 253 (1979).[4℄ Y. Eyal, A. Gavron, I. Tserruya, Z. Fraenkel, Y. Eisen, S. Wald, R. Bass,G.R. Gould, G. Kreyling, R. Renfordt, K. Stelzer, R. Zitzmann, A. Gobbi,U. Lynen, H. Stelzer, I. Rode, R. Bok, Phys. Rev. Lett. 41, 625 (1978).[5℄ R. Babinet, B. Cauvin, J. Girard, H. Nifeneker, B. Gatty, D. Guerreau,M. Lefort, X. Tarrago, Nul. Phys. A296, 160 (1978).
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